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Disclaimer

The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the Washington State
Department of Corrections.

We have no conflicts of interest to disclose and have not received any funding
from any commercial entities that may be mentioned or discussed in this
presentation. All information and opinions shared are those of
the presenters only.

For the purposes of this presentation, the terms inmate/offender/prisoner are
used interchangeable.

*Cinnamon allergy
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Learning Objectives

•Gain knowledge of how the State of Washington Corrections mental health and social work
professionals collaborate.

•Review of evidenced based practices used within DOC.

•Understanding the importance and need of community resources and partnerships to aid in the
fight of preventing recidivism to keep communities safe.

•Common causes of recidivism and how DOC is addressing mental health and social work needs
of many incarcerated individuals.

•The role of Social Workers in a correctional environment.

•The importance of obtaining and maintaining community partnerships in order to improve re-
entry success.

Mental Illness within the Department of
Corrections

“Greater awareness of mental illness has led to more widespread
acknowledgement that many of the people in our juvenile detention
facilities, jails and prisons are mentally ill. This has probably always
been true, and it has probably always been one of the reasons for the
high rate of prison recidivism. Now there is at least some promise
that public safety can be improved - and prison populations reduced -
if offenders with mental illness get the treatment they need.”

“Facing the Future: The State of Human Services in Washington State”
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Statistical Information

•Mental illness is widespread in the United States, and the
state/federal corrections systems reflect the national
problem.
•The National Institute of Mental Health estimates one in six
U.S. adults lives with a mental illness (44.7 million in 2016).
•Furthermore, approximately one in seventeen Americans
suffer from a serious mental illness.

National Institute of Mental Health

Statistical Information Cont.
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Statistical Information Cont.

Statistical Information Cont.
Mental Health Population in Corrections

State prisons: 73% of females and 55% of males
Federal prisons: 61% of females and 44% of males
local jails: 75% of females and 63% of males

•Female inmates had higher rates of mental health problems than male inmates
Bureau of Justice Statistics

64 percent of jail inmates, 54 percent of state prisoners and 45 percent of federal
prisoners reporting mental health concerns, the report found.
Over the past four decades, the nation's get-tough-on-crime policies have packed
prisons and jails to the bursting point, largely with poor, uneducated people of color,
about half of whom suffer from mental health problems.

APA: Incarceration nation; October 2014, Vol 45, No. 9
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SOURCE:  “ THE GROWTH OF INCARCERATION IN THE UNITED STATES:  EXPLORING
CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES,”  THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL ,  2014.

Factors Contributing Mental Illness in Prisons:

•Inmates with treatable illnesses who are not getting treatment end up getting caught in the criminal
justice system as opposed to the mental health system.

•Prisoners are reluctant to open up in environments where they do not feel physically or
psychologically safe.

•Prisoners may ‘fall out’ of the system because there's not an effective pass-off to the service
providers in the community. Costs for inmates to access medical and mental health care are another
concern.

•Solitary or isolated confinement — when prisoners are typically confined to their cells for 23 or more
hours a day, with little or no programming or meaningful social interaction. This kind of confinement
creates serious psychological risks for prisoners; many of them experience panic, anxiety, rage,
depression and hallucinations, especially when confined for long periods of time.

•Overcrowded prisons also can produce worsened health outcomes, decreased psychological well-
being and increased risk of suicide
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Treatment for Serious Mental Illness within
Washington State DOC

Washington State Dept. of Corrections Population: 17, 270
◦ DOC provides treatment to offenders who are mentally ill.

Currently more than 4,700 offenders in Washington prisons
receive treatment for mental illness. (Approx. 27%)

Offenders are initially assessed when incarceration begins, and if
needed, treatment is maintained throughout the offender’s prison
term. DOC helps link the offender to community providers in an
effort to maintain treatment upon the offender’s release.
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Treating Mental Illness within DOC

DOC staff, made up of mental health professionals, including
psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses, psychologists, psychiatric social workers
and other experts provide an array of necessary inpatient and outpatient
mental health treatment.
These services include:

•Mental Health screening at intake
•Psychological evaluation
•Medication evaluation and management
•Psychological assessment
•Outpatient Individual and group treatment
•Residential Treatment

Washington Corrections Center
Washington Corrections Center for Women

(Reception Centers)
Mental Health Screening:
•History of mental health treatment (when, where, how long ago, in
the community or in DOC, purpose of tx).
•History of psychiatric hospitalizations (admission purpose—
psychiatric decompensation, suicidality, competency restoration,
etc.).
•History of medication use (previous Rx or current)

◦ What is it prescribed for? (anxiety, depression, etc.).
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Mental Health Screening Cont.

•History of Mental Health diagnoses.
•History of symptoms related to psychosis (auditory/visual hallucinations
while sober).
◦ Command hallucinations, nature of voices, etc.

•Need/Desire for Mental Health services now.
•History of suicide attempts, self-harm behaviors, current suicidal
ideation (how many attempts, methods used, reason for attempts,
medically treated, psychiatrically treated).

Mental Health Screening Cont.

•Inquire about Cognitive Functioning: History of LOC; TBI; Difficulty reading and
writing; History of special education {Skill Builder Unit}.

•History of abuse in prison vs. community
◦ Trauma, vulnerable population, PREA

•Vulnerability: If on the unit, were being pressured, difficulty walking away, saying
no, seeking out staff member?

•History of substance abuse (which drugs, time frame, level of dependency, illicit
drugs vs. prescription drugs.

•Observation section: Appearance, Behavior, Attitude, etc.
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Treatment Setting Overview:

DOC attempts to provide services in the most appropriate setting
and must take into account the custody and confinement levels of
offenders. These Mental Health settings include:
•Acute Inpatient Psychiatric Treatment: Offenders who are acutely
mentally ill receive inpatient short-term care including, observation
and assessment, crisis intervention and medication management.
These services are provided in specialized housing units to ensure
their safety and that of the institution.

Treatment Setting Overview:

•Inpatient Residential Mental Health Treatment: Mentally ill and
other vulnerable inmates that are unable to function in general
population settings receive long-term residential inpatient care. The
goal of inpatient residential care is to stabilize the offender and once
stable, transition him or her to a less restrictive environment.
•Intensive Outpatient: Transition from inpatient services to less
restrictive settings as well as for those inmates needing mental
health treatment in order to remain housed in general population.
•Outpatient Treatment: Offenders in general population who have
completed intensive outpatient care receive continuing care as
needed.
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Evidence-based Practice:

“Evidence-based practice in psychology (EBPP) is the integration of
the best available research with clinical expertise in the context of
patient characteristics, culture, and preferences… The purpose of
EBPP is to promote effective psychological practice and enhance
public health by applying empirically supported principles of
psychological assessment, case formulation, therapeutic
relationship, and intervention.”

American Psychological Association (APA) by the APA Council of Representatives in August 2005

“Bob Newhart-Stop It”
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Washington Corrections Center for Women
&

Mission Creek Corrections Center for Women
Evidence Based Treatment:

•Beyond Trauma
•Healing Trauma
•Helping Women Recover
•Seeking Safety
•Cognitive Processing Therapy
Process Treatment:

Disorders of Eating; Anxiety; Depression

“Stephanie Covington speaks about trauma-informed practice”
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Evidence Based Treatment Cont.

Beyond Trauma: A Healing Journey for Women (Stephanie Covington)
•12 session manualized curriculum that incorporates the insights of neuroscience
with trauma and PTSD. The evidence-based materials are designed for trauma
treatment, although the connection between trauma and addiction in women’s
lives is a primary theme throughout.
Helping Women Recover: A Program for Treating Addiction (Stephanie Covington)

•Evidence-based program integrates theories of women’s psychological
development, trauma, and addiction to meet the needs of women with addictive
disorders. The comprehensive, seventeen-session curriculum contains four modules
that address the areas that women in treatment identify as triggers for relapse: self,
relationships, sexuality and spirituality. They include the issues of self-esteem,
sexism, family of origin, relationships, domestic violence, and trauma.

Evidence Based Treatment Cont.

Healing Trauma (Stephanie Covington)

•6 session adaptation of the Beyond Trauma evidenced-based treatment
program.

•It is particularly designed for settings requiring a shorter intervention:
jails, domestic violence agencies, and sexual assault services.

•There are detailed instructions (specific lesson plans) for the session
topics which include: the process of trauma, power and abuse, grounding
and self-soothing, and healthy relationships.

•There is a strong emphasis on grounding skills.
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Non-Gender Specific Evidence Based
Treatment:

Seeking Safety: Evidence-based, present-focused counseling model to help
people attain safety from trauma and/or substance abuse.
It can be conducted in group (any size) and/or individual modality. Highly flexible across a broad
range of clients; men and women; adults or adolescents; for any length of treatment; any level of
care (e.g., outpatient, inpatient, residential); any type of trauma, any type of substance.

Safe model as it directly addresses both trauma and addiction, but without requiring clients to delve
into the trauma narrative, thus making it relevant to a very broad range of clients and easy to
implement.

Clients do not have to meet formal criteria for PTSD or substance abuse-- it is often used as a general
model to teach coping skills.

Seeking Safety has been successfully implemented for many years across vulnerable populations
including homeless, criminal justice, domestic violence, severely mentally ill, veterans and military,
and others.

Non-Gender Specific Evidence Based
Treatment Cont.

The key principles of Seeking Safety
1. Safety as the overarching goal (helping clients attain safety in their

relationships, thinking, behavior, and emotions).
2. Integrated treatment (working on both trauma and substance abuse at the

same time)
3. A focus on ideals to counteract the loss of ideals in both trauma and

substance abuse
4. Four content areas: cognitive, behavioral, interpersonal, case management
5. Attention to clinician processes (clinicians' emotional responses, self-care,

etc/)
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Non-Gender Specific Evidence Based
Treatment Cont.

Houses of Healing: Offers guidance in stress management techniques
and healthy, practical coping strategies. It addresses, in depth, the
necessity of self-forgiveness and forgiveness of others – subjects that
are often overlooked and misunderstood despite the fact that they
are essential to the cultivation of empathy and emotional and
spiritual maturity.
•Can be used independently or in group courses in many settings and
formats.
•Courses are led by mental health and substance abuse counselors,
chaplains, volunteers, and, in some institutions, mature, long-term
inmates.

The Lionheart Foundation

Non-Gender Specific Evidence Based
Treatment Cont.

•Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
•Dialectical Behavioral Therapy
•Motivational Interviewing
•Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

◦ (ACT) is a unique empirically based psychological intervention that uses
acceptance and mindfulness strategies, together with commitment and
behavior change strategies, to increase psychological flexibility.

◦ Being in the present moment fully as a conscious human being, and
based on what the situation affords, changing or persisting in behavior
in the service of chosen values.
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Non-Gender Specific Evidence Based
Treatment Cont.

Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT)
•CPT usually involves 12 weekly sessions (so treatment lasts about 3 months), but
this can vary. Sessions are 60 to 90 minutes each.

•CPT can be done individually, where you meet one-to-one with a provider. CPT can
also be done in a group with one or two providers and about 6-10 other people who
also have PTSD.

•CPT teaches you how to evaluate and change the upsetting thoughts you have had
since your trauma. By changing your thoughts, you can change how you feel.

•Trauma can change the way you think about yourself and the world. You may
believe you are to blame for what happened or that the world is a dangerous place.
These kinds of thoughts keep you stuck in your PTSD and cause you to miss out on
things you used to enjoy.

“Cognitive Processing Therapy”
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Skill Builder Unit (SBU)

•Documented intellectual disability or observation of poor adaptive
functioning skills (i.e., traumatic brain injury, learning disability
{reading/math scores below a 4th grade level}, autism spectrum d/o).
•Previous enrollment in Division of Developmental Disabilities services.
•Provides a safe environment for building skills to improve independence
in the correctional setting and support successful transition back into
the community.
•Medium or minimum custody level.

Skill Builder Unit (SBU) Cont.

•Life Skills lab
•Specialized education classes
•Nature imagery program
•Adaptive skills groups
•Mental health case management treatment
•Individualized Behavioral Management Plans.
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Crossroads: Transitional Mental
Health Program

Monroe Corrections Center – Minimum
Security Unit

Mission Statement: We at the Crossroads are working
to create a positive and safe environment that allows
us to learn about our mental health and change our
destructive behaviors through recovery and right
living.

Crossroads: Transitional Mental Health
Program

•The Crossroads is divided into phases, each with a minimum
time frame as well as specific treatment, curriculum, and
assignments.
•Progression in the community is driven by the individual’s
motivation, knowledge, skills, attitude, and successful
completion of program requirements.
•It takes a minimum of 10 months to complete the program.
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Psycho-educational classes offered at the
Crossroads:

•Dealing with Depression

•Blame, Shame, & Guilt

•Intro to PTSD

•Coping with Anxiety

•Goal Setting

•Veteran’s Group

•Positive Attitudes

•Grief Behind Bars

•Relapse Prevention

•Stress & Anger Management

•Drug & Alcohol Education

•Codependency No More

•Coping with Anger

•Books: What They Can Teach You

•Origami

•Yoga Behind Bars

•Grief & Loss

•Learning to Be a Square

•Staying Sucker Free

Sex Offender Treatment & Assessment
Program (SOTAP)

•The statewide Sex Offender & Assessment Treatment Program
(SOTAP) serves incarcerated offenders at the Monroe Corrections
Complex (MCC), Airway Heights Corrections Center (AHCC), and
Washington Corrections Center for Women (WCCW), and offers
follow up treatment in the community.
•There are approximately 400 treatment beds for incarcerated male
offenders and treatment is prioritized for higher risk⁄need offenders
and those with a Court/ISRB order.
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Sex Offender Treatment & Assessment
Program (SOTAP)

“Managing the risk presented by sexual offenders is a preoccupation of
the criminal justice system. Even a single instance of sexual
recidivism by a known offender can invoke considerable public
scrutiny.” (Hanson, Helmus & Harris, 2015)

Risk Need Responsivity (RNR)
◦ Who should receive the most resources invested in them (Risk Principle)
◦ What those resources should target (Need Principle)
◦ How to deliver the resources (Responsivity Principle)

Sex Offender Treatment Effectiveness

Hanson and Colleagues (2002) meta-analysis on treatment effectiveness:
Sexual Recidivism: Treated Sex Offenders: 12.3%

Sexual Recidivism: Untreated Sex Offenders: 16.8%
◦ About a 27% reduction in sexual recidivism.

Schmucker and Losel (2015) meta-analysis on treatment effectiveness:
Sexual Recidivism: Treated Sex Offenders: 10.1%

Sexual Recidivism: Untreated Sex Offenders: 13.7%
◦ About a 27% reduction in sexual recidivism.
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Offender Re-Entry Community Safety (ORCS)
Program

•ORCS Program, formerly known as the Dangerous Mentally Ill Offender Program,
is intended to enhance public safety and provide additional mental health
treatment for dangerous mentally ill and/or intellectually disabled offenders.

•Legislatively mandated program.

•Collaboration between DOC and DSHS-Division of Behavioral Health and
Recovery.

•Individual may receive support and resources with release planning, transition
to community, mental health and/or chemical dependency treatment, case
management, educational/vocational services, housing assistance, and other
specialized services.

Offender Re-Entry Community Safety (ORCS)
Program

Who qualifies for the program?
•A significant major mental illness, or
•Qualify for services through the Developmental Disabilities
Administration (DDA), and
•Determined to be a high risk to public safety or self

◦ History of violence, criminogenic attitude, psychopathy, risk data,
criminal history, infraction history, documentation of
dangerousness to self/others
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Returning to the Community:

Proper diagnosis and treatment of serious mental illness is critical to
the Department of Corrections Reentry Initiative. Individuals entering
prison are initially evaluated for serious mental illness and receive
appropriate treatment during incarceration. When an individual with
serious mental illness begins to transition out of prison, trained staff
works with the offender to begin the application process for federal
or state assistance.

Brief personal Introduction
Kim Dickens:

– Grew up on Island of Oahu, multi-cultural childhood. As an adult I lived in Maine, NH,
Ohio, Illinois, California and Washington. Obtained BA from UNH in  1988.

– Social service field for over 20 years, having worked as a home-based family therapist in
New Hampshire, out-reach case manager in Illinois and Intensive Family Preservation
Service (IFPS) provider in Washington State.

– Obtained my MSW in 2012 from UW, LICSW in 2016.

– Began at WCCW March 2016…..ABSOLUTLEY LOVE MY JOB!!!

– My view has always been a Solution Focused approach.
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Washington Correction Center for Women
(WCCW)

• 1966 Washington State voters approved construction of Women’s correctional facility. Prior to
that women housed in annex in Walla Walla male facility.

• Opened in 1971, 92 women were transferred to Purdy Treatment Center.  Originally designed
to house 162, avoided all “prison-like” appearances with dormitory-type housing and lack of
fencing.

• 1970’s/early 1980’s required significant modifications due to security concerns.
• 1992 MSC build, 1994 CCU and 1996 MSU.  2000 SNU structure constructed.
• Prison Capacity: 738    Current Census:  984
• ONE female prison vs. 10 male prisons.  House everyone coming in, no where else to send them.
• Over 700 volunteers (academic, CD, tutor, speech, theatrical, diversity awareness) Girl Scouts,

Boy Scouts, Toastmasters, AA, NA
• Programs including: Residential Parenting Program

Braille Program, Prison Pet Partnership, Technical Design
Ornamental Horticulture, Technical Design

Mental Health at WCCW
2017 Incoming #1072 {of that number #762 utilized MH services}
Outpatient: individuals live in General Population (GP)
• Receive individual therapy, attend groups, coping skills, case management, treatment planning, medication management
• Average: (receiving some level of treatment)  541 individuals.
• 5 therapists/psychologists with 1 supervisor

In-Patient: individuals live in Treatment and Evaluation Center (TEC) Residential and/or Acute.  Also have Close
Observation Area (COA).
• Receive intensive individual therapy, psychological testing, attend groups.
• Average:  35 in TEC Residential
• 10 in TEC Acute
• COA is fluid with people coming/going.  Average stay 3-7 days.
• 4 therapists/psychologists 1 supervisor 1 SOCIAL WORKER 

Psychiatry: for entire population, 1 psychiatrist and 1 ARNP
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Social Worker at WCCW
• Social Work: job description
• 60%: identify transition needs, conduct Re-Entry groups. Set follow up medical and MH

appointments in community.
• 20% Complete TOAP, participate in ORCS cases, community networking (DSHS, SSA,

DDA)
• 10% provide entry to prison services, including brief groups targeting adjustment and providing

psychoeducational materials.
• 10% Peer Support Staff Liaison

• Evidence Based practices used:
• Motivational Interviewing
• Solution Focused
• Client Centered Approach
• Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

WCCW Intake
• WCCW is the only female prison in Washington State, so serves as

intake/receiving for the entire state.
• On June 30, 2013 there were 1,200 female offenders in Washington, equating

to 7.2 % of total individuals in Washington prisons.
Gender Responsive Initiative 2013

• Snapshot 2018: daily counts have ranged from 850-1000 at WCCW, 321 at
MCCCW and approximately 56 in Work Release (WR).

• Growth trend: January 2011-2014: incarcerated female population went from
1,215 to 1,379
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Social Work at Intake (10%)

• MH orientation/coping skills
o Meet weekly, go through orientation with EVERY single individual coming into WCCW.  Introduce role of

Social Worker and how/when to contact. MH timeframe to be seen, how to access and OHP eligibility.
o Facilitate psychoeducational coping skills class.

• Adjustment Groups
o By referral, conduct 2 weekly groups, addressing adjustment issues.  Processing group focused on coping skills,

group support and solution focused interventions.
o Helps individuals that may or may not have access to services through OHP

• Peer support (10%)
o Women’s Village focuses on empowering other women & harnessing the unique strengths of each other while

promoting a positive environment in their community.
o I am staff liaison, provide supervision, skill training and help facilitate peer support opportunities in all the living

units.

Adjustment Group
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QUOTES
• “The Adjustment Groups that you facilitate are invaluable in providing early support and coaching for newly

admitted inmates making the transition to being in prison.  I am convinced that they lessen the workload  of the
Mental Health team in general  by reducing the number of kites and crises that would otherwise be coming our way.
These additions to the Mental Health services at WCCW are very much appreciated.”

Rod Davis, Ph.D., Psychologist 3
• “I would like to say that I appreciate the role of the Social Work in providing groups that address the adjusting to

prison and the transition from prison.  I have worked at facilities where there is no social work and the lack of
services creates a hole that needs to be filled.  I appreciate the adjustment and transition services that are offered
as these services fil the gap and are sometimes a larger part of the transition back into society.  Social work is a
valuable part of the mental health team.”

Kathleen Andersson, MA, CDP, Psychology Associate

ADJUSTMENT GROUP STARTED AS A SAFE PLACE FOR ME TO FEEL AND COME TO TERMS WITH
MY PRISON SENTENCE. IT HAS SINCE PUSHED ME TO WANT TO HELP AND SUPPORT THE WOMAN
AROUND ME. PART OFADJUSTING IS FINDNG A NEW PURPOSE IN YOUR NEW ENVIRONMENT, AND
THIS GROUP GAVE ME THAT PURPOSE.

BECKY

GROUP HAS BEEN A AMAZING GROUP AND EXTREMELY HELPFUL FOR ME MRS. KIM IS AN ABSOLUTE
BLESSING. WITHOUT HER AND HER CLASS I WOULD NOT BE WHERE I AM NOW AND CONTINUEING
TO MAKE THE PROGRESS I AM.

MARY

QUOTES
THE ADJUSTMENT GROUP GAVE ME A WAY TO EXPRESS HOW I WAS FEELING EMOTIONALLY.
BEING ABLE TO HAVE SOME SORT OF OUTLET GAVE ME A LITTLE PEACE FOR THE WEEK. MS.
DICKENS ALWAYS HAD THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF COMPASSION WHICH REALLY MEANT A LOT.

DENISE

YES IT WAS VERY HELPFUL AND A POSITIVE OUT LET FOR ME TO TALK ABOUT MY FEELING
AND TO RELATE WITH OTHER WOMEN HERE IN PRISON IT HAS BEEN THE START OF MY
HEALING PROCESS THANK YOU

SHAY

ADJUSTMENT GROUP IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN FROM ALL OVER THE PRISON TO
TALK, COPE AND RELATE TO EACH OTHER TO HELP PROCESS AND HEAL.

KRISTI

AS SOMEONE WHO COMPLETED THE ADJUSTMENT GROUP I WOULD RECCOMEND IT TO
PEOPLE WHO FEEL ALONE AND WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE
STRUGGLING THROUGH THE SAME AND OR SIMILAR FEELINGS AND SITUATIONS.  I
CURRENTLY AM IN A HOUSING UNIT WITH AN INDIVIDUAL I MET IN THE GROUP AND I WOULD
CONSIDER HER A TRUE FRIEND AND PART OF MY SUPPORT SYSTEM.

TRACY
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Transition Planning at WCCW
• 99% of individuals release at some point. Only 1% are

LWOP.
• 2017  1022 entered 349 were re-admissions (same year) =

34%
• County of origin challenges/criteria
• Barriers for work, housing, paying fines, complying

with community corrections.

Groups

Social Work
Transition Planning (60%)

• Violator referrals, Nurse Desk
• Medical referrals, Physicians
• Weekly Conference calls: MAT: Medically Assisted

Treatments
• ORCS: Offender Re-Entry Community Safety
• Work Release-MH collaboration
• Weekly staff meetings (in-patient and out-patient)
• Sexual Assault Advocates
• Peer Support: CoDA, EA

o Cancer support
o Skill building

• Transgender Population
• ACA, TOAP, SSI, DDA

On-going Transition Group: processing group
for individuals receiving outpatient treatment.

RE-Entry Group:
6 week group for individuals living in TEC
units, topics include goal setting, coping skills
and medication adherence.

Coping Skills:
Once a week in RDC, processing current
coping skills on a scale, provide hand-outs,
discuss techniques and offer support.
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Individual Appointments
• Meet  with individual clients 1 – 6 sessions as they transition out of facility.

o Referrals from Primary Therapist, Classification Counselors, Supervisors
o Goals: Continuity of care: community resources, set appointments, relapse

prevention planning. Discuss coping skills, stress, anxiety connected with release
Examples: Yvette/Holly

• Medical client referrals:  continuity of care, medication, appointments.  Often collaborate
with medical staff.

Example:  Vickie

• Violator population, collaborate with medical staff, arrange for medication management in
communities

Example: Paige

Office
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Quotes
• “Last week I mentioned how much I appreciated your work with a person who has been here five times.  This client said this was the first time she

was encouraged to sit down and plan for what her life could look like when she released.  This idea that she could be an active agent in creating her
own kind of structure seem to take hold and she started coming up with new ideas from then on, especially in regards to her relationships.  One of
the most valuable things you do is help people see they have some control in what they do and are not just subjects to circumstances they face
when they leave.”

Steve Baltz ARNP

• BECAUSE OF MY 1 ON 1 SESSIONS WITH MS. KIM DICKENS SOMEOF THE STRESS AND WORRY OF MY RELEASE
OR RELEASE PLAN SEEMS MORE ACHIEVEABLE HAVING SOMEONE WHO CARES ENOUGH TO TALK YOU
THROUGH YOUR WORRIES OR UNKNOWNS HAS HELPED ME TO FEEL MORE PREPARED EXCITED FOR MAKING
POSITIVE CHANGES AND PLANS TO LEAD A SUCCESSFUL LIFE UPON MY RELEASE. THANK YOU FOR HELPING
GUIDE ME IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION BY SIMPLY LISTENING TO THE THINGS I NEEDED SOME HELP WITH TO
WORK THROUGH.

Tabitha

• IT HELP ME BE ABLE TO WORK ON MY ISSUES, AND BY TALKING TO THE SOCIAL WORKER SHE HELP ME WORK
ON ME LETTING GO OF THE PAST, AND WE MAKE BAD DECISIONS BUT IT DOESNT DEFINE OR DICTATE OUR
FUTURE, MY QOUTE MY PAST IS NOT MY FUTURE

Cindy

• I BELIEVE YOU GIVE ME HOPE AT SUCEEDING YOU MAKE ME BELIEVE IN BRANDY I AM A 5 TIME PRISON
OFFENDER YOU MAKE ME BELIEVE.

Brandy

• Before I met with my DOC Social Worker I had lost hope in my ERD because I was denied housing.  But my social worker helped and called and scheduled an interview.
She messaged the gargent to help me make the interview call.  And I got accepted.

Jennifer

Transition Group
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Quotes
• ITS NICE 2 HAVE SOME1 ON UR SIDE WORKING W/ U WHO ACTUALLY CARES ABOUT UR

SUCCESS
Shayla

• I am currently serving a 31 year sentence on a 46 year conviction.  I have worked hard to identify and address the issues
that brought me to prison.  I have attended group therapy, one-on-one counseling and individual projects that have been
offered at WCCW .  All of this created a healthy foundation but it wasn’t until I met my social worker and attended
Transition Group that I was able to put these tools into action. Group provided me a safe place to discuss my fears and
anxieties.  Ms. Dickens and my group mates worked with me on my future and isn’t that where our eyes are supposed to be
concentration on?

Yvonne
• The inmate Transition Group provided by Ms. Dickens is an excellent place to share the ups and downs of preparing to

leave incaceration in a supportive environment.
Janet

• Knowing that once a weeek I would be able to talk about my stress and anxieties of getting out, was sometimes the only
thing that got me be through.  You can't always talk about getting out, there are people with 30 years.  I want to show
respect but I was really going through it thinking about going back home.  Being in group helped ground me, I could
practice coping and we did some cool stuff to remember our time, good and bad.

Lorene

Post Prison

• Give out business card: able to call and/or email.
**Unique to SW role, document in OMNI (Offender Management Network Information)

• Have helped navigate benefits, contacted providers and assisted with
continuity with medication.

• Worked with clients at WR with obtaining appointments,  medication
continuity, applying for programs and assisted with navigating benefit
pathways

• Request and track input for released clients, keeping track of resources,
positive/negatives and specific contact information.
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COMMUNITY(20%)

Attend Re-Entry Fairs

Community contacts, visit DSHS, SSA and WR locations

Conferences, obtain resources and specific contacts

Work with Re-Entry specialists: If Project

Psychiatric Social
Work at WCC

Social Work
Standards

Barriers to re-entry
Differences between

men and women's
services

Stay in the Know for
Guidance

&Resources

Effective
Streamlining of

Services
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Social Work Standards
Standard 1. Ethics and Values Social workers shall function in accordance with the values, ethics, and standards of
the NASW (2008) Code of Ethics. Cultural competence requires self-awareness, cultural humility, and the
commitment to understanding and embracing culture as central to effective practice.
Standard 2. Self-Awareness Social workers shall demonstrate an appreciation of their own cultural identities and
those of others. Social workers must also be aware of their own privilege and power and must acknowledge the
impact of this privilege and power in their work with and on behalf of clients. Social workers will also demonstrate
cultural humility and sensitivity to the dynamics of power and privilege in all areas of social work.
Standard 3. Cross-Cultural Knowledge Social workers shall possess and continue to develop specialized knowledge
and understanding that is inclusive of, but not limited to, the history, traditions, values, family systems, and artistic
expressions such as race and ethnicity; immigration and refugee status; tribal groups; religion and spirituality;
sexual orientation; gender identity or expression; social class; and mental or physical abilities of various cultural
groups.
Standard 4. Cross-Cultural Skills Social workers will use a broad range of skills (micro, mezzo, and macro) and
techniques that demonstrate an understanding of and respect for the importance of culture in practice, policy,
and research.
Standard 5. Service Delivery Social workers shall be knowledgeable about and skillful in the use of services,
resources, and institutions and be available to serve multicultural communities. They shall be able to make
culturally appropriate referrals within both formal and informal networks and shall be cognizant of, and work to
address, service gaps affecting specific cultural groups.

Social Work Standards
Standard 6. Empowerment and Advocacy Social workers shall be aware of the impact of social systems, policies,
practices, and programs on multicultural client populations, advocating for, with, and on behalf of multicultural
clients and client populations whenever appropriate. Social workers should also participate in the development
and implementation of policies and practices that empower and advocate for marginalized and oppressed
populations.

Standard 9. Language and Communication Social workers shall provide and advocate for effective communication
with clients of all cultural groups, including people of limited English proficiency or low literacy skills, people who
are blind or have low vision, people who are deaf or hard of hearing, and people with disabilities (Goode & Jones,
2009).

Standard 10. Leadership to Advance Cultural Competence Social workers shall be change agents who
demonstrate the leadership skills to work effectively with multicultural groups in agencies, organizational settings,
and communities. Social workers should also demonstrate responsibility for advancing cultural competence within
and beyond their organizations, helping to challenge structural and institutional oppression and build and sustain
diverse and inclusive institutions and communities.

NASW. (2015). Standards and indicators for cultural competence in social work practice [Fact sheet]. Retrieved
May 4, 2018, from https://www.socialworkers.org
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Barriers to Re-entry • Food
• Housing
• Employment
• Transportation
• Substance Use
• Eligibility for Social Services
• Appointments/Rules
• Social Network
• Family
• Public Support
• Institutionalization

Differences

MEN

•Forthright and more straight to the point
•Ie. How does MH impact camp or work release
•Generally environment is less esthetically
appealing

•Fights, Gangs (Surreno and Nortano)

WOMEN

•Motives may be more hidden and take more
time. 1 site vs. many

•Esthetically pleasing environment

•Less emphasis on fights, more on families

•Volume and overpopulation

JUL-17 AUG-17 SEP-17 OCT-17 NOV-17 DEC-17 JAN-18 FEB-18 MAR-18 AVG CAPACITY

WCC 1895 1958 2056 2016 1961 1924 1834 1975 2081 1967 1398

WCCW 978 965 980 994 1002 987 973 960 982 980 764
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Guidance and Resources

•Macro Understanding why we are doing what we are doing
◦ Governors Executive Order 16-05

http://www.doc.wa.gov/corrections/community/reentry.htm

•How to obtain and maintain resources
◦ In person: CPTS- Community Partners Transition Services
◦ Cold calls
◦ Warm hand off
◦ SHARING INFORMATION

http://wadoc/sites/results/dashboard/Dashboard2/Forms/Reentry%20Scorecard.aspx
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Streamlining Effective Services
• ACA- Affordable Care Act

• TOAP- Transitional Offender Assistance Project
DSHS- Department of Social and Health Services (Food Stamps, HEN, Cash)
WA Connections

•SSA- Social Security

•DDA- Developmental Disability Administration

•ORCSP- Offender Reentry Community Safety Program

•MAT- Medically Assisted Treatment

•Employment- WorkSource, Vocational Rehabilitation, Job seeking skills

•Mental Health treatment

•VA- Veterans Administration

•Community Networks and Additional Resources

The End
RESOURCE LIST—Hand Out

Questions?

You can now celebrate,
the presentation is OVER!



RESOURCE LIST 
MAT 
Grant count: New Start Clinic.  509 587 0105 

Grays Harbor:  HarborCrest **pregnant 26 day program. Outpatient also. 360 533 8500 

Kitsap County: Peninsula Community Health Services.  Bremerton, Port Orchard *Mason County, Belfair 360 377 3776.  
ALSO medical and dental  

King County: Evergreen Treatment Services. 1700 Airport Way. Seattle. 206 223 3644 * also clinics Olympia, Grays 
Harbor, South King.  

King County: Swedish Family Medicine-Cherry Hill. 550 16th Av. Suite 100. Seattle. 206 223 3644 

Pierce County:  NW Integrated Health.  253 503 0226 

Spokane County: Ideal Options 509 413 2112  

Yakima County: Ideal Balance 509 440 3387  Ideal Option/clinic  509 895 7740 

CD Treatment 
Lewis County:  Community Allied Behavioral Health.  135 W. Main St. Chehalis.  360 748 4339 

Mason County: Co-occurring.  Northwest Resources ll 235 South 3rd St. Shelton.  360 426 0890 

Pierce County: Prosperity House.  In-Patient. 253 536 6425 

Yakima County: Triumph Treatment.  102 Naches Ave.  509 248 1800 

Housing 
Chelan County:  Haven of Hope.  202 South Franklin.  509-664-6866 

Franklin County: Union Gospel Mission 509 547 2122 

King County: House of Mercy.  Pastor James. 206 651 7840 

Mason County:  Gethsemane Ministries.  220 E. Misty Acres Lane.  Union.  360 463 2422 

Pierce County; New Connections, Irma Gary house for women. (253) 617-7114 

Snohomish County:  Shelter.  Everett Gospel Women’s mission. 5126 South Second Ave. Everett. 425 252 1297 

Spokane County: Revive.  Housing/case management.  509 720 3295 

Walla Walla county: Star Project Phone: 1 (509) 525-3612 Housing, employment, education.  Pre-Release involvement.  

Medical 
King County: Country Doctor/Carolyn Downs.  Specializes in incarcerated individuals. 206-299 1600 

Lewis County:  MH/DENTAL also. Valley View.  Chehalis 360 330 9595 Centralia 360 669 0335 

Whatcom County: Unity Care, start with Medical, then access to MH and Dental.  360 676 6177 

 



Mental Health 
Clark County: Co-occurring, Community Services Northwest. 1601 E. 4th Plain Blvd. Vancouver 360-397-8484 

Cowlitz County: Co-occurring.  A First Place.  Kelso.  360 577 7442 

Grant County: Grant Integrated Health Services.  509 766 8937 *Also has IOP 

Grays Harbor: Behavioral Health Resources.  205 8th St. Hoquim.  360 538 9294 

Pierce County: Adonai Counseling. Also employment services.  253 474 0633 

King County: Sound Mental Health.  Has specific RE-ENTRY program/staff.  206 444 7800 

Dental/Dentures 
Clark County: Tri-Star Denture/Dentistry.  2802 Columbia St. Vancouver. 360 906 0015 

Cowlitz County:  Longview Family Dental/  360 353 5337 

Island/San Juan Counties: Dr. Huntsinger.  520 Spring Street, Friday Harbor.  360 378 2669 

King County:  6200 13th Ave. S. Seattle.  206 461 6943 

Other 
Been There Done That.  Mentorships and support in Cowlitz County. Joel Whiteside 360-703-7138  

King County: RoadMap to success: Pioneer Human Services.  3 week course overcoming barriers to employment.  206-
768-7333 

King County: FareStart, 16 week culinary program.  700 Virginia St.  Seattle. 206.443.1233 

King County: Post Prison Education Program. 206 524 3333 

King County: South Seattle College.  Life Skills to Work. Workforce Education/justice involved education process. 
Reentrycorps.org 

Pacific County:  Coastal Community Action Program.  360 642 6100, housing, homecare, transportation, employment, 
hygiene packs, energy assistance 

Pierce County: Sexual Assault Advocacy.  Re-Building Hope.  (253) 597-6424 

Pierce County: Peer to peer support group for women.  Stepping Stones. 253 680 2680. 

San Juan County: San Juan Island Family Resource Center: 476 Market St. Friday Harbor.  Mentor, housing, back to 
school.  360 378 5246 

Spokane County:  Sexual Assault.  Lutheran Community Services. 210 W. Sprague Ave. Spokane.  509 747 8224 

Thurston County: Re-Entry Network Support Group.  New Drexel House Veteran Center, 607 Pattison St. SE. Olympia.  1st 
and 3rd Wed. 6-7:30pm  

 


